
• Immersive experience ( short video, work in 
progress).

Zahidah Zeytoun Millie 

PhD candidate at Deakin University

artivist, founder and curator of the Mangroves from 
the Water (MFTW) art campaign since 2013.

• Canoe project (work in progress/part of my PhD art project).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Flo1h1qDb00PPc-xLhLHfeHSDDapsdv/view


• Mangroves are under-recognised and under-whelmed by negative misperceptions about their 
aesthetics and value at a time when they are much needed. 

• People protect what they love (Jacque Cousteau).
• Art can play a far stronger role in effecting social change to aid scientists and community leaders.
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Hovels Creek, Geelong Khor Al Baidhah, Umm Al Quwain, UAE



• Mangroves From the Water (MFTW), an art campaign initiated in 2013 in the United Arab 
Emirates and continuing since 2017 here in Australia..

• MFTW aims to open a new way of seeing and perceiving the mangroves to generate care and 
protection. 
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Facts and figures don’t influence 
people directly. Stories we tell, the 
metaphors we draw on, create the 
world (Peter Reason).

“any form of art is a form of power; 
it has impact., it can effect change – 
it not only moves us, it make us 
move (Ossie Davise). 
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Ras Al Khaimah from the Mangroves, the first mangroves 
exhibition opened on 7 Mar 2013 at the National Museum 
in Ras Al Khaimah, UAE
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Khor Al Baidhah, Umm Al Quwain, UAE

The Self, acrylic resin, mangrove branch, plaster, machete for 
chopping, leaves, 2017



Mangroves Festival by the mangroves in Umm Al Quwain 2017. 
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With the support of the Umm Al Quwain Education Zone we organised a mangroves art competition between schools.
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Dr. Nadia Kettell – 12 signs made by students of the Higher Colleges of Technology.



9Zahidah Zeytoun Millie, Watercolour done from a kayak, 2021 

Immersion in nature stimulating our 
emotions and giving our work an 
authenticity as well as an aura. 

A personal connection between the  
inside and outside are inseparable
(Merleau Ponty). 
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The MFTW project is an ongoing project which started in the UAE in 2013 and is the topic of the PhD.

Ecological intimacy, an affective, ecological way of thinking aiming to give voice to degraded environments by 

connecting the human and nonhuman mangroves for the mutual benefit of the human and the connected.



‘Mangroves from the Water’  

workshops in the UAE and in the 
Geelong Region.

• Kayaking to the mangroves and painting, a holistic act that can be shared. 

• Building a bond with the mangroves and promoting the wonder of ecological 
intimacy.
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Poetry, performance Dance, and music on site at the mangroves in the Barwon Estuary. 

Jacqui Dreessens

Jacqui Dreessens



Woolen blanket, length 45 m, produced by more than 200 women inside and outside 
the Emirates. The length indicates the union of the seven emirates on the occassion of 
the 45th anniversary of the Union for the conservation of the mangrove forests .  
Stephanie  Neville
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Art has a role in 
connecting with 
communities to 
encourage care and 
protection.



Kharareef Heritage 
Storytellers, Zayed 
University. 
.
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Alexis Gambis

In Love with 
Mangroves, 
Geraldine Chansard
and Pauline Dupin,



Mangrove preservation 
was achieved in 2020

• An outcome indicative of success has been the naming in 
2020 of a beach in the UAE Umm Al Quwain mangroves 
called Mangroves Beach. 
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.
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The MFTW campaign gained 

recognition in the UAE by being 

invited to join the nation’s arts and 

heritage contingent at the 2022 

Smithsonian Folklife Festival.



The oak tree and the olive tree, both metaphorically laden with cultural meaning.  The mangrove, very little….if any. 
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• shadow places,

• Val Plumwood (2008)
• shadow places,

• Val Plumwood (2008)

Shadow places
•

“Landscape is an instrument of cultural power”.

“Sublimation is always haunted by its shadow, its other”.



Community Engagement 
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Barwon Estuary Project
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Our Legacy
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Seed of Life, Zahidah Zeytoun Millie

Art based ecological intimacy has the ability to shine 
light upon shadow places to raise awareness of the 
importance of the beauty and importance of the 
mangroves.



If Objects Could Speak, 33cm x 31cm, 
Zahidah Zelda Zeytoun Millie, 2023
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The Self, acrylic resin, mangrove branch, plaster, 
machete for chopping, leaves, 2017
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Storytelling offers a rich way of acting upon 
the world.  Recognition of traditional stories 
about mangroves is important for the 
protection of habitats and cultural 
development.  Ghosh (2016:4) writes that 
“recognition is famously a passage from 
ignorance to knowledge.”



THANK YOU   ًشكرا
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